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	Description du sujet: Voir description ci-dessous
	Description en anglais: Proposal for PhD Thesis : Effect of Cu, P, Ni and Mn content, individually and synergistically, on the microstructure of irradiated chemically-tailored RPV steelsContext: (from https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2017.07.021, Huibin Ke et al)Nuclear power contributes about 13% of the electricity supply worldwide [1]. If this major source of carbon-free energy is to be sustained, life extension of the current fleet of light water reactors will be required to bridge the gap to new plant builds [2]. Life extension will require clear demonstration of large safety margins and reliable and economic long-term plant operation. A key challenge is understanding materials aging and degradation issues for reactor internals and pressure steels [3,4]. Thus, extensive aging research is conducted to support extending plant life from 40 (the original license) and 60 years (the first license extension), and now to 80 years, or more, based on a second license extension.One critical life extension issue is neutron irradiation embrittlement of reactor pressure vessels (RPVs). RPVs are massive, thick-walled, permanent structures, whose primary function is to pressurize water to 14 MPa (for Pressurized Water Reactors, PWRs), thereby permitting reactor operating temperatures around 290 °C [5]. RPVs are also an important barrier to the release of radioactivity in the event of a core damaging accident. Regulations require very low RPV failure probabilities by crack propagation, both for normal operation and postulated low probability accident events. In the unirradiated condition, low alloy RPV steels are very tough, and vessel fracture probabilities are negligibly small, representing no significant risk. However, neutrons leaking from the reactor core cause irradiation hardening and embrittlement, manifested as upward shifts in the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature that may challenge continued vessel operation for some plants during extended life. The sources of embrittlement include formation of precipitates, stable and unstable matrix defects, and segregation to dislocations and grain boundaries [5–7].Subject of the PhD:In the 2014 irradiation campaign at SCK•CEN, the RADAMO-13 irradiation program was performed on 36 different RPV steels including 23 chemically-tailored RPV steels as well as commercial RPV steels. Tensile specimens as well as microstructural bars were irradiated at 290°C to various neutron fluence levels ranging between 1 1019 and 6 1019 n/cm², E>1MeV.The chemically-tailored steels were obtained from the reference material ASTM A533B. The chemical composition was then varied by changing only one variable (low, medium, high content) at a time and keeping all others elements similar. Of course, the aim is not to cover all possible alternatives but to investigate only relevant cases where information is missing.It is known that Cu, Ni, P and eventually Mn play an important role in irradiation damage accumulation. In particular, under irradiation, Cu diffuses extremely rapidly to form the so-called Cu-rich precipitates (CRPs) that impede dislocation motion thereby increasing hardening and embrittlement. This phenomenon was extensively investigated in literature. P can also precipitate to form phosphorus-rich precipitates but this is less investigated. Indeed, the P-content in most materials remains very low, typically lower than 0.015%. The question that can be addressed is how these two elements, namely Cu and P, precipitate under irradiation and how they are affecting each other. Moreover, the CRPs contain a large proportion of Ni, Mn, Si and P. Therefore, in order to clarify the role of Cu in the precipitation process, irradiated steels with no Cu as well as up to 0.30%-content are available. Similarly, Ni and Mn synergy will be investigated. Ni is known to dominate the hardening/embrittlement kinetics at high fluence levels. However, characterization of irradiation defects shows that it is often associated with Mn and this association is not well understood. Therefore, nine irradiated steels will be available for investigation covering from nearly 0% to 1.8% Ni/Mn-content combinations.All tensile test results to determine the irradiation hardening were already performed. Only microstructural examination must be carried out using different techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Atom Probe Tomography (APT). TEM measurements can be performed at SCK•CEN and APT at GENESIS - GPM Rouen. The irradiation defects for the relevant neutron fluence levels cannot be observed by TEM but could provide information on the microstructure of the materials. Objectives:The RADAMO-13 programs allows to have access to a unique worldwide materials data base where 9 different chemically tailored A533B-type steels are available for the study of the effect of Ni and Mn contents, 12 materials with various Cu and P contents, two materials with respectively high and low Cu/Ni/Mn/P contents and 14 materials representatives of RPV forgings or welds. All these materials have been neutron irradiated with three different neutron fluences, at the same temperature and neutron flux.The first part of this large project is to select among these materials (chemically tailored and RPV representatives) a small set that will allow the understanding on the materials ageing of the effect of one or two pairs of chemical elements and their synergetic effects.At the end of this study, the main objective is to support the mechanical behavior (tensile strength) with the microstructural changes after irradiation. A combination of TEM and APT will be used to characterize the microstructure of irradiated steels. The radiation damage modeling tools used for RPV steels can therefore be updated to take into account the results of these investigations. The combination of mechanical behavior (hardening) and microstructure (nature, size and number density of the nano-size defects) will help understanding the influence and interaction of these key elements (Cu/P and Mn/Ni) and in developing reliable irradiation damage tools that can be used to predict the post-irradiation behavior of RPV steels, not only those irradiated in the BR2 reactor (SCK•CEN reactor) but also those irradiated in surveillance programs (real RPV from nuclear plants) and applicable directly to surveillance programs.Schedule:• First year: Basic knowledge on radiation damage in RPV materials with particular attention on the microstructure. Training on various microstructure observation techniques. Visits to partner labs (GPM/ SCK•CEN). • First year - Second year: Analyzing available RADAMO-13 mechanical data (SCK•CEN), selection of microstructural specimens and further examination with techniques (SCK•CEN -GPM). Follow-up of microstructure examination.• Second year - Third year: Microstructural data analysis (GPM) and further examination where required (SCK•CEN -GPM). Additional tests after post-irradiation annealing where necessary (SCK•CEN -GPM). Performing radiation damage modeling adjustments where required (SCK•CEN -GPM).• Third year: Finalization of the work and writing of the thesis (GPM).References:[1] S. Chu, A. Majumdar, Opportunities and challenges for a sustainable energy future, Nature, 488 (2012), pp. 294-303[2] Technology Roadmap - Nuclear Energy. Nuclear Energy Agency (2015)[3] J.T. Busby, P.G. Oberson, C.E. Carpenter, M. Srinivasan, Expanded Materials Degradation Assessment    Executive Summary of EMDA Process and Results, vol. 1, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (2013)[4] J.T. Busby, P.G. Oberson, C.E. Carpenter, M. Srinivasan, Expanded Materials Degradation Assessment,     Aging of Reactor Pressure Vessels, vol. 3, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (2013)[5] G.R. Odette, G.E. Lucas, Embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessels, J. Miner., Metals Mater. Soc. (TMS), 53 (2001), pp. 18-22[6] K. Fukuya, Current understanding of radiation-induced degradation in light water reactor structural materials, J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 50 (2013), pp. 213-254[7] J.E. Zelenty, Understanding thermally induced embrittlement in low copper RPV steels utilising atom probe tomography, Mater. Sci. Technol., 31 (2015), pp. 981-988
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